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Mercury 7 astronaut dies. Former NASA astronaut and one of the original
Mercury 7 selected in April 1959, Malcolm Scott Carpenter has died at
88 of complications following a recent heart attack. Carpenter was a
singularly unique astronaut among a group of â€˜greatsâ€™ who
pioneered the first human presence in space.
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https://www.bis-space.com/2013/10/11/12063/mercury-7-astronaut-dies
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The Mercury Seven were the group of seven Mercury astronauts announced by NASA on
April 9, 1959. They are also referred to as the Original Seven or Astronaut Group 1. They
piloted the manned spaceflights of the Mercury program from May 1961 to May 1963.
These seven original American astronauts were Scott Carpenter, Gordon Cooper, John
Glenn, Gus Grissom, Wally Schirra, Alan Shepard, and Deke Slayton. Members of the
â€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

All 'Original Seven' American astronauts now dead -
Phys.org
phys.org › Astronomy & Space › Space Exploration
He died in 2013 at the age of 88 after suffering a stroke. L. Gordon Cooper, Jr. In 1963,
Cooper flew on the final Mercury mission and became â€¦

List of spaceflight-related accidents and incidents ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_spaceflight-related...
10 rows · (In the statistics below, "astronaut" is applied to all space travellers to avoid â€¦

Astronaut fatalities · Non-fatal incidents ... · Non-fatal incidents ...

INCIDENT DATE MISSION
(PROGâ€¦

FATALITIES

Fire in altitude
chaâ€¦

23 March
1961

(Vostok) Valentin
Bondarenko

Training jet crash 31 October
1964

(NASA
Astronaut â€¦

Theodore Freeman

Training jet crash 28 February
1966

(Gemini 9) Elliot See Charles
Basâ€¦

Fire during
spacecâ€¦

27 January
1967

Apollo 1 Virgil "Gus" Grissom
â€¦

See all 10 rows on en.wikipedia.org

Dead U.S. Astronauts - Who's Alive and Who's Dead
www.whosaliveandwhosdead.com/l_astro.asp
Dead U.S. Astronauts. by Who's Alive and Who's Dead. Mercury through Skylab; Name
Program & Flight DOD Cause of Death; Neil Armstrong

Scott Carpenter, Mercury astronaut, dies at 88 - CBS
News
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/scott-carpenter-mercury-astronaut...
A Navy test pilot and Korean War veteran, Carpenter was chosen for Project Mercury on
April 9, 1959, joining six other test pilots -- Alan Shepard, Virgil "Gus" Grissom, John
Glenn, Wally Schirra, Gordon Cooper and Deke Slayton -- â€¦

Who were the Mercury 7? - Florida Today
https://www.floridatoday.com/.../12/08/who-were-mercury-7/95150894
On April 9, 1959, NASA introduced its first astronaut class: the Mercury 7. The seven
members made history, and became the subject of fascination and adoration. John
Glenn, who died Thursday, was the last surviving member of the group. Alan B. Shepard,
Jr. (1923-1998): Alan Shepard was the first American in space. He also walked on the â€¦

John Glenn, the last of the Mercury Seven astronauts, â€¦
https://arstechnica.com/science/2016/12/john-glenn-the-last-of...
John Glenn, the first American to fly into orbit around the planet Earth and later a US
senator for 24 years, died Thursday at a cancer hospital in Columbus, Ohio. He was 95
and the last of the living Mercury Seven astronauts.
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